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ABSTRACT

Laterality effects in cognitive functjon'ing were examined in

40 patients with unilatera'l o radiologicaìly confjrmed cortical

lesions confined to frontal or postRolandic cerebral areas. Card

sorting tasks were systematicaì1y designed so that the stfmulus

parameters and task demands refl ected wel I known hemi spheric

djfferences and the sensitivity of the tasks to frontal deficits

was maximi zed. Verba'l compnehensi on and vi suospati al tasks

typ'ica'l1y tapping deficits associated with unilateraì post-

Rolandic lesions were administered to facilitate meaningful

anterior-posterior comparisons. Patients' abiìity to direct and

alter ongoing behavior given verbal instructions, constraints and

feedback was evaluated'in tenms of side and s'ite of lesion.

The main findings ulere: 1. Frontal lesioned patients as a

group performed s'ign'if i cantìy more poorly than nonf rontal

patients on both the venbal and nonverbal card sorting tasks"

2. Left frontal patients were inferior to right frontal patients

on verbal card sorting, and right frontal patients were jnferion

to I eft frontal pati ents on nonverbal card sorti ng. 3. Left

frontal pati ents vlere i nferi or to I eft postRol andi c I esÍ oned

patients on verbal card sortìng, and right frontal patients wene

inferior to right postRolandic lesjoned patients on nonverbal

card sorting. 4 " Left postRolandic lesioned patients were
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i nferi or to I eft frontal pati ents on the tasks of verbal

comprehension, and right postRoìandjc lesjoned pat'lents tvere

inferior to right frontaì patients on the task of vlsuospatial

orientation. 5, The current battery discriminated frontal

patients from postRolandic lesioned patients with 87.5% accunacy.

It discriminated quadrant of lesion with 82.5% accuracy¡

In summary, the study demonstrated a double dissociation

between ìaterality effects in fnontal and nonfnontal patìents on

frontal and nonfrontal tasks. The tasks which selectively tapped

and undenscored I atenal i zed frontal defi ci ts i ncorporated the

dual requirements of 1. supnamodal processing characteristjc of

frontal functi oni ng and 2. processi ng associ ated wi th the

functÍonal strengths of each hemisphere. The format of the

curnent study i n tenms of both procedure and desi gn, was

considered forits uti l ity as a conceptua'l and experimental model

for generating tests and design'ing research to further examine

issues of laterality and localization of functìon within the

human prefnontal cortex"
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I NTRODUCTION

The central role of the prefrontal cortex in the organlzation

and negu'lation of complex behaviour has received lncreasing

attention from neunoscientists over the past 20 yeans. Research

on animals with experimenta'lly induced prefrontal leslons has

shown that while simpìe sensory and motor behavioun remains

intact, deficits appear in the lntegration of multlmodal sensony

infonmation, the selection of appnopriate moton responses and the

gui dance of compl ex behavi our on the basi s of chang'l ng

environmental demands. For exampìe, although prefrontal lesioned

ani - mal s may easi ly I earn to nespond aì ternately to two

side-by-side, identical stimuli in order to obtaln continuous

reinforcement, the introduction of a de'lay results in
significantly more errors nelative to nonfrontal lesioned anlmals

(e.S" Jacobsen, 1935)"

Similar findings occur in studies of humans. Patients with

radiologica'lly demonstrable prefrontal leslons often show no

abnormalities on neurological exam (Gilroy and Meyer,1979;

Tweedy et al.,1982) and no basic moton, sensory or lntellectual

deficits, even on formal neuropsychologicaì assessment (e,9.

Lezak, L976; Kolb and [.l'ishaw, 1980). However, on evaìuation they

do display characteristic changes in the modulation of complex

moton and cognitive behaviour, and affective expresslon. For
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example, in the motor rea'lm, aìthough they can reproduce s'impìe

rhythms tapped with one hand, they may be unable to reproduce

more complex a'lternating rhythms, or those requiring bilateral

coordination (Luria, 1980).

Aìthough some prefrontal lesions result in these nelatively

subtle deficits, more severe behavioural manifestations of

pnefrontal I es'i ons such as perseverati on and di ffi cul ty

initiat'ing and inhibiting activities or speech -- may present a

cl'inical picture similar to emotional and functional disonders

such as depression, apathy or malingering, and thus may go

unnoticed as organic in origin. Alterations in behaviour such as

attentive and mnemonic difficulties may look like dementja

(Hecaen, 1964; Luria, 1980). These difficulties in correctìy

di agnosi ng frontal defi ci ts hi ghl i ght the i mportance of

assessment techniques which reliably identify prefrontal cortex

dysfuncti on.

A small number of neunopsychological tasks have consistentìy

proven sensitive to prefrontaì damage in humans" These include

tests of onal and written venbal producti vity such as

Thurstone's t,lord Fluency Test (Thurstone and Thurstone, 1943) --

in numerous studies (e.9. Benton,1968; Milner, 1964; Perreto

L974), the t.lisconsin Card Sort'ing Test (l.lCST) developed by Grant

and Berg (Ber'g,1948; Grant and Berg,194B) which measures

abstract conceptualization and the ability to majnta'in or change
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oners response set on the basis of feedback (Heaton, lggL), and a

subset of tasks f rom Luria's neuropsycho'logica'l examination

(Christensen, L975; Golden et a1., 1981; Luria, 1980; McKay and

Golden, 1980). study of brain damaged patients' performance on

these tasks (reviewed below) has increased our understanding of

the functi oni ng of the prefrontaì cortex. Howeven, wel ì -

control led research on human prefrontal functioning has been

ì'imited, as elaborated in the Discussion section, below. Much

remains to be learned negarding "the riddle of the frontal ìobes',
.1(Teuber, 1964).' The current study examined the influence of

side of lesion on frontal functions, focussing on pr oductivity

and ability to shift response set, in frontal and postRolandic

I es'ioned pati ents .

Hi stori cal Rev'iew

The scientific investigation of frontar robe functioning has

followed two paths since its beginning in the mid-rg0O's: 1. the

phys'iological and psycho'logical study of animal behaviour

foìlowjng frontaì lobe extirpation, and z. cìinical case studies

of behavioural changes in patìents with wounds and tumours of the

fnontal lobes (Luria, 1980).

Animaì Reseanch

Earìy exper^imentaì studies y'ieìded no apparent reaction to



electrical stimulation of the frontal lobes. Funthermore, i^

animals with experimentally induced frontal lesions, simp'le

sensony and motor behavlour remained intact. These results
suggested that the frontal lobes lacked functional specif.icity

and mi ght repnesent superfì uous or redundant brai n tl ssue.

Further examination of the behavJour of frontal-lesioned

anima'l s, however, reveal ed that goal di rected, sel ecti ve

behaviour degenerated through di stractabj I ity, anbitrariness and

perseveration to the level of motor automatisms. For exampìe,

feed'ing behaviour became arbitr^ary chewing on any available

object. Purposefuì movement degenerated into walking in circles
(Pav'lov, 1949). Antilocalizationists (e.g. Loeb, 1902 Munk,

1881) attributed this breakdown to disturbances of the brain as a

whole. 0thers adopted views of the frontal regions as the seat

of the " regul ati ng mi nd" (Grati ol et, 186l ) .

Bianchi (1920) postuìated that reflex activity was organized

hienarchical'ly, with the frontal lobes responsible fon the most

complex coordination of motor and sensony elements into mental

syntheses. Frontal lesions, by disturbíng this integrative
process, resulted in disorganized, fragmented behaviour. Other

writers at the tunn of the century emphasized the affer.ent

aspects of frontal functioning and its ro'le in inhìbiting the

functions of "lower divisions of the brain,, (Lun.ia, 1990).

Bekhterev (1907) extended the conceptual'ization of frontal
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functi ons to 1 ncl ude a sel f-eval uati ve e'l ement. Hence he

proposed that dis'integration of goal-djrected behaviour 1n

frontal-lesioned animals resulted fnom a distunbance ln their
ability to evaluate and plan their ov.,n activlty in relatlon to
the resul ts of thei n ongoi ng behavi our. þlhi I e these authors

advanced the undenstand'ing of fnontal functioning, Luria (19g0)

notes that "the concept of the psychoreguìatory role of the

frontal lobes nemained without a physiologica'l basis,,[p.251J,

resulting in a mentalistic concept of the frontal lobes directing

activities initiated and carried out by the body.

The development of the reflex theory of behaviour and the

physioìogicaì concepts of self-regulatfng systems provided a

basis for advances in understanding the role of the frontal
I obes. Pavl ov (1949) 'i ntroduced the concept of the motor

analyzer. He postuìated that in addition to djrecting actions,

corti cal areas i nvol ved i n movement carri ed out afferent ,

analyzing functions in relation to sensory, motor and kinesthetlc

information from other areas, regarding the course of a movement

and its effects. Pavlov regarded the frontal lobes as the most

compìex component of the cortical system of the motor- anaìyzer

involved in the selection, coordination and evaluation of goaì

-directed movements. Hence frontal lesions left reìatively
simple, conditioned neflex act'ivity intact on onìy partiaììy

disorganized, whiIe s'ignificantìy disturbing compìex motor

syntheses.
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Frontal lobe extirpation studies in the first half of the

twentieth century provided an inventory of deficits associated

with frontal lesions. In addition to the disruption of complex

naturalistic behaviours, experimental investigation revealed the

disruption of learning, following severaì simple paradigms. For

example, while a conditioned response could be established to a

si ng'le stimu'lus, f rontal I esioned animal s wene unabr e to

differentiate between two signals requiring two different motor

responses. Differential reinfoncement d'id not resuìt in choice
'l earni ng. The equi va1 ent rei nforcement of two approach

behaviours led to aimless penduìum movements between the two goal

areas with no claiming of the reinforcer. The establishment and

maintenance of stable delayed reaction performance was disturbed,

as was the abi'l ity to establ i sh a di scrimi nati ve stimul us

(Fusten, 1980).

Jacobsen et al" (1935) concluded that these fairures in

ìeanning represented disturbances in serial operat'ions" pribram

(1959) concluded that fnontaì lesioned animals were unsuccessful

in pnocessing the effects of their own behaviour (i.e" anaìyzing

and learning reinforcement contingencies). Luria (1980)

summarized the deficits found in fnontaì lesioned animals as

representing "a disturbance of the preliminary syntheses ...
underlying the reguìation of compìex forms of motor oper"ations

and the evaluation of the effect of the'ir own actions, without

wh'ich goal-dìrected, seìectjve behaviour. is impossibìe [p.Z53].',
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The basis fon this disturbance is another anea for speculation

and hypothes'i s . It may be due 'i n part to a manked i ncrease i n

motor activity, through disinhîbition and the emergence of
elementary automatisms (e.g. Luria, 19g0). Another hypothesfs is

that frontal lesions result in a heightened susceptibility to
distractíons, such that traces of previous]y establjshed systems

of connections do not persist long enough for stable response

patterns to be established (e.g. Fuster, l9g0; Luria,lgg0).

Human Research

H'i stori caì ìy, data and i deas regardi ng the rol e of the

fnontal lobes in human functioning have followed an evolution

similar to that of animal research. Ear]y case studies consisted

of clinical descriptions of patients with frontal lobe trauma

(e.9. Harìow, 1848), disease and resection (e.g. Hebb and

Penfie'ld, 1940), and prefrontal lobotomy and ìeucotomy (e.g.

Moniz, 1937; watts and Fneeman, 1939). No fundamental sensony or

motor defi ci ts were noted . Bas i c i ntel I ectual funct i oni ng

remained intaet. However, emotional changes invo]v.ing

disinhibition and failune in adaptation to changing circumstances

wene documented, as wel I as i ncreased di stractabi I i ty, and

deficits in p'lanning and regulation of activities over the short

and long term (e.s. Brickner, 1936; Hebb, 1945). These findings

corresponded to the results of animal research, reviewed above,

and led investigators to anaìogous and s.imiìar]y diverse
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conclusions. Some concluded that the observed deficits were not

dependent on speci fi c frontal I esi ons but were rel ated to

djsturbance of braln functioning as a whole (e.9. Pfeiffer, 1910;

Schuster, L902). 0thers conceived of the frontal lobes as a

superior organ, essentiaì to complex cognitive functioning (e.9.

GoldsteÍn, 1936; Ha'lstead, 1947).

Af ter l,lorl d l,lar I I a trend toward more experimental group

studies emerged. The or"ientation was to look at isolated

deficits on specific tasks (e.9. Mjlner, 1963; Ramien and Hecaen,

1970) " Deficits were demonstrated in a variety of areas

associated with the pìanning, integration and reguìation of

behavi our, i ncl udi ng producti vi ty, abstract categori zati on,

sequentia'l ordening, sustained cognitive and motor activity and

ability to shjft response set (e.9. Drewe, L974; Milnen, 1964;

Robinson, Heaton, Lehman and Stilson, 1980). In an independent

line of reseanch, a nich ljtenature has emerged, describing the

neuroanatomical connections of the frontal lobes with other

cerebral areas (e.9. Damasio, I979; Fuster, 1980). Although

empirical evidence of anatomoclinical relationships is sketchy,

current theories attempt to incorporate infonmation negarding

i ntracerebral connect'ions wi th a know'l edge of the f uncti onal

neuroanatomy of the associated areas in elucidat'ing frontal lobe

functioning.

Whi I e the conceptual i zati on of the frontal I obes as a
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super-regul atory agent has persi sted and currently takes

pnecedence i n the theoreti cal I iterature, researchens now

intimately relate function to structure. Damasio (1979) proposes

that "knowledge of anatomy may well prove to be the vital step in

the understanding of the roles of the frontal lobe [p.363].',

This is affirmed in Fuster's heavily anatomica'l treatment of the

topic in The Prefronlq! rqq!^tex (1980). Thus the modern study of

the cytoarchitecture of the frontal lobes and their cortical and

subcortical connections recalls and extends the promise of the

functional-neunoanatomical appnoach of the earliest animal

ext'i rpati on studi es.

Damasio (1979) states that we can know the fnontal ìobe by

"knowi ng the company i t keeps" . At present, hovJever, thi s

assert'ion is ìargely at the level of hypothesis. It brings

neuroscientists to the threshold of a vast undertaking: to map

the unique brain-behaviour relationsh'ips associated with specific

areas of the frontal lobes. Given the cunnent state of the art,

this will nequire experimental study of behaviour using

structured, analyzable tasks in patients with localized,

circumscribed les'ions. To date, experimental evidence reganding

hi gher cortj cal functi ons 'i ndi cates that frontal I esi ons do

result in characteristic defjcits (e.9" Luria,1980; Malloy

l.lebster and Russel ì , 1983 ) . Case studi es , i sol ated reports and

theoretical formulat'ions suggest the possibility of mone specific

functional-anatom'ic relationships with'in subdivis'ions of the
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frontal lobes. (e,9. Fuster,1980; Luria,1980; Stuss and

Benson,1983). Having confirmed specific frontal functions, a

further step has been to i nvesti gate and descri be possl bì e

hem'ispheric differences, so basic to our understanding of brain

functioning and the division of labour within all other aneas of

the cerebral cortex. This was the purpose of the curnent study.

Cerebral Lateral'ization of Functions

Goodglass (in press) introduces the study of lateralization

of function thus:

The systematic investigation of the many ramifications of

brain laterality dates back less than twenty years. It has

entailed the development of non-invasive techníques through

which lateral asymmetry of function could be studied in the

i ntact brai n i n ì arge normal sampl es as wel r as the

i ntroducti on of cont rol I ed studi es of uni 'l atera'l ly brai n

i njured populations. Attention has been focused on the

biologica'l featunes of bna'in'laterarity, its heritability,
its developmental course from birth to old â9ê, and the

appearance of sex di fferences. The major goa'l s of

experimental studies have been to define more precisely the

operations for which the hemispheres have differlng
prediìections, par.ticularìy to see whether they can be

reduced to a basi c di chotomy i n modes of i nformati on

process'ing, and to expìore the interact'ion between the
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hemispheres in complex tasks. [p. 276)

These investigations have yielded extensive empinical evidence

that consistent differences exist between both the types of

information, and the modes in which information is processed in

the left and right cerebral hemispheres. The ìeft hemisphene has

been described as processing information in a verbal, analytic

mode. The I eft hemi sphere can be shown to demonstrate

superionity in written and auditory language comprehension and

cal cul ati on . The ni ght hemi sphere has been descri bed as

utiìizing a gestalt, nonverbal mode of information pnocessing.

Right hemisphere superiority has been demonstrated for dealing

with nonlinguístic, penceptual and musical functions incìuding

identification of emotion, facial recognition and visuaì-spatial

relations (e.9. Bogen and Bogen,1969; Kimura,1973; Ley and

Bnyden, 1978) "

Early evidence regarding cer^ebral lateralization of cognìt'ive

funct'ions emerged f rom the study of cl i n'ical popu'lati ons,

particularly braÍn damaged and comm'issurotom'ized patients

(e.9. Gazzaniga, Bogen and Sperry, !962; Geschwind and Kaplan,

L962; Milner, Branch and Rasmussen, 1964; Penfieìd and Robents,

1959 ) . The val i di ty of general i z'ing thi s data to the f unct'ion'i ng

of the intact brain was therefore suspect. l.ljthin the past

decade, sim'i I ar" I atenal i zati on of cenebral f uncti oni ng has been
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demonstrated in normal individuals for cognitive and emotional

capacities using several techniques. These include dichot.ic
'listenìng (Kimura , 1967), neaction time (Filbey and Gazzaniga,

1969), tachistoscopic split-fierd presentation (Rizzolatti,

umilta and Berlucchi, 1971), electnoencephaìognaphic readings

(e.9. Galin and 0rnstein, i,g74), evoked potentials (Galin and

Ell'is, L975) and chimeric figures (Rappeport, rglg; Schwartz,

1e78).

si nce Broca's (1861) initiar descniption of language deficit
in left hemisphere lesioned patients, cerebral lateralization

with regard to language and speech has been particular]y

well-documented. Disorders of both expressive and receptive

ìanguage functions are commonly associated with lesions of the

left cerebnaì cortex (e.g. Eccles, !973; penfieìd and Roberts,

1959; Zangwjll, 1960). Investigations using the wada test (wada

and Rasmussen" 1960) and the performance of commissurotomized

pati ents on a vari ety of tasks suggest the predomi nant

nepresentation of verbal communication in the ìeft cerebral

hemisphere (e.9. Blakemone, Ivenson and Zangwill, 1972; Milner. et

aì., 1964). There is a consensus that a relatíonship exists

between pnefenred hand use and hemisphenic dominance for speech

functions (e.9. Ley, L974:' penfield and Roberts, 1959). Milner

et al., (1964) concìuded that while speech is typicalìy
represented in the left hem'isphere regardìess of handedness, for

any individual , the probab'i'lity is greater" jf he is right handed"
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Sex Differences in Cerebral Laterality

There is evidence from both crinicar and nonclinical

populations that brain functions are less lateralized in females

than i n mal es (e.9. Kimura, 1966; Lansde'l I and urback, 1969;

McGlone and Davjdson, 1973). There are "well established

differences in proficiency between the sexes with regard to a

number of those cognitive abilities ('language, v'isuo-spatial

skills, calculation) which have been shown to be mediated

preferentialìy by the left on right hemisphene. some of these

differences have been shown to persist into the adult years.',

[Goodgìass, in press, p.173]. There'is necent evidence that

differences exist in the nature of behavioural effects of

unilatenal brain lesions: Right handed males are more ìike'ly

than women to show selective cognitive deficits following damage

to either hemisphere. That is, unilateral lesions in women ane

less likely to produce selective impairment of language functions

with left hemispheric lesions, and deficits in nonverbal skills
with right sided lesions, as they do in men (e.g. Lansdelì and

urback" 1965; McGlone, 1978)" Fon exampìe, McG'lone (tg77) showed

onìy 1/3 the incidence of aphasia Ín left brain damaged females

as companed to males with comparable lesions. Lansdell (1962)

and McGìone and Kersetz (1973) have shown comparable nesults

negard'i ng vi suospati al functi onì ng and uni I atenaì ni ght brai n

'injury.
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studies employing stjmulus presentation by dichotic llstening

and tachistoscopÍc visual half-fleld panadigms with non-cllnical

popul ati ons have general 1y found a si gni fi cant'ly greater

propontion of males than females showfng an advantage for venbal

stimuli presented to the right field (ìeft hemisphere). They have

similarìy found a significanily greater proportion of males than

femal es showi ng an advantage for vi suospati a'l and vi sual

perceptual material presented to the left visual field (right
hemisphere) (e.9. Sasanuma and Robayashi, l97g).

Findings of demonstrable hemìspheric disparity among males

have been consistent under vary'ing experimenta'l conditions.

l.lhi I e femal es sometimes demonstrate the fi el d advantages

described above, (e"9. young and l.lilìis, 1976), they may fai'l to
demonstrate them, with on]y limited changes in the experimental

task (e.9. Rizolatti and Buchtel, Ig77).

various expìanations,'including the demand charactenistics of
expeniments , and geneti c and soci ocul tural i nfl uences on

behaviour, have been suggested to account for the sex differences

in childhood skiìl pnoficiency, response to braín injury and

expenimenta'l performance (Harris,197B; Maccoby and Jacklin,1974;

McGlone, 1980). Goodgìass (in press) suggested that in addition

to a d'ifference in extent of lateralization, "this dispar.ity

between the sexes may reflect some difference in the stnategies

used or a sex difference in conditions unden wh'ich latenalization
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'i s acti vated lp. 279, i n press 1. "

These considenations and the data on wh'lch they are based

renden it djfficult to predict and interpret performance of

female subjects with un'ilateral lesions. The study descnibed

beìow, because of its preìiminary nature in the investlgatlon of

frontal lesions, therefore used on'ly male subjects, for whom

rel ati onshi ps between braì n i njuny, behavi our and

cerebral latenalization ane better established.

Di aqnost i c Ut i I 'i tv of Lateral ity Effects

Because of their essent'ial role in ìocalization of function,

an understand'ing of ì ateraì i ty ef fects may pnove di agnosti ca'lìy

important: In a screening eva'luation, observed assymmetrical

deficits may suggest the pr^esence and location of lesion.

Converselyo when a lesion site is knownn its ìocation in the left
or right hem'isphere suggests which cognitiveo sensory and motor

functions are most likely to be spar.ed or impained.

Hence, I ateral i zati on of funct'i on i s a basi c conceptuaì

constituent in our understandìng of brain-behaviour

relationships. It has been re'lìab1y demonstrated in all othen

cortjcal cerebral areas (e.g. Berent, 1981). Identification of

possib'le ìateraìity effects comparable to those described above,

may thus be expected in frontal ìobe functionìng and lesions as
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well (e.9. Lezak, 1976)

In addition to our under standing of brain functioning,

laterality differences have implications for the rehabilitat.ion

of frontal damaged patients. For examp'le, if right fnontal

I esi ons sel ecti vely impai r the abi'l ity to pl an and organi ze i n
the nonverbal realm, with relative sparing of verbalìy mediated

modulation of behaviour, patients with right frontal ìesions may

be trained to use linguistic strategies to aid in initiating and

integrating typically non'language activities. For exampìe, one

patient found himself unable to cook following a right frontal

I esi on. He woul d perseverati vely repeat steps i n food

pneparation, adding the same ingredients over and over. If
verbal planning skills are spared in such a case! one might use

such strategies as self-instruction and numbering the steps of

the task to help compensate for the nonverbal dysregulation.

LateralÍty effects have been repeated'ly described in clinical
observations of patients with unilateral frontal lesions (e.g.

Zangwill, 1966). Systematic, contnolled investigatïon of this

area using neuropsychological techniques, howevero has been

limited, with jnconsistent results, as reviewed below.

criterja fon studying Latenality Effects in Frontal Lobe Lesions

Ramier and Hecaen (1970), in a study of word fìuency, found
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that frontal patients performed more poorìy than nonfrontal

lesioned patients, with left frontal patients more impaired than

ri ght frontal patients. Because of these performance

differentials, they postulated two components to the task: a

fluency one, sensitive to lesions of either frontal robe, and a

linguistic one, pertaining more spec'ifically to the left
hemisphere. In evaluating and generating tasks pentinent to

I ateral i zati on of function i n the frontal I obes, the current

study adopted a general formulation based on Ramier and Hecaen's

two-factor view. To test for ìateraìity effects in frontal

lesions, a task must nequire both of the following components:

1. supramodal types of processing chanacteristic of frontal lobe

functioning (e.9. complex integnation and coordination of

multimodal information), and 2. processing conventionaìly

associ ated wi th the functi onal strengths of each cerebral

hemisphere (e.9. nonverbal/vísuospatiaì for the r-ight hemisphere

and verbal/analytical for the left hemisphere).

A Review of Exper^imenta'l Evidence of Laterality Effects in

Frontal Lesions

Fl uency

Observations of reduction in spontaneous speech in frontar

lesioned patients have been made by Bonner et al. (1951), Luria

(1966) and others. As noted above, this reductjon in fìuency has
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been demonstrated empinically on tests of both oral (Benton,

1968; Perret, 1974) and wrltten (Miìner, Lg6q; Ramier and Hecaen,

1970) verbal fluency, wlth frontal resioned patients performing

more poorly than nonfnontal lesioned patients and the left
frontal lesioned patients yieìding the poorest performances of

aì I groups.

Jones-Gotman and M'ilner (L977 ) deveìoped a nonverbar ana'rogue

to the word f'luency task, asking subjects to draw as many

different abstract designs as they could invent within a given

time ìimit. Consistent with the two-factor formulation described

above, this procedune combined task demands fon right hemisphere

modes of process'ing -- nonverbal, visuomotor -- with demands fon

supramoda'l processing characteristic of the frontal lobes

productivity and inhibition of previously correct responses.

They found that ri ght frontal I esi oned pati ents performed

significantly more poor'ly than left frontal lesioned patients on

their design fluency task.

Taken together, studies by Benton (1968), Milner (1964),

Perret (1974), Ramier and Hecaen (1970) and Jones-Gotman and

Milner (L977) suggest that a genera'l frontal lobe deficit in

productivity under'lies poor penformance of frontal patients on

tests of fì uency. Furthenmore, a doubl e di ssoci ati on

"dissociatjon by task and by cortical area,,(Fuster,19g0, p.

56) appears to exist such that right frontar damage reads to
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relatively worse performance on a task of nonverbal fluency,

while left frontal damage results in relat'ive]y worse performance

on tasks of verbal fluency.

To date, however, both types of fìuency task have not been

administened to comparable gr.oups of right and Ieft fnontal
patients and right and left posterior lesioned controì patients.

since the fìuency studies neviewed were performed on djfferent
subject popu'lations, the d'issociation remains to be def.initìvely

demonstrated.

Cand Sorti nq

ïnvestigations of the wisconsin card Sonting Test (lolcsT) have

cìear'ly demonstrated its sensitivity to frontal deficits.
successfu'l performance depends on connect preliminary ana]ysis of

stimulus matenials which vary in form, coloun, configuration and

numben" The test requires subjects to discover the correct
sort'ing principle, given feedback reganding the correctness of

each response, and to switch principles on the basis of

systematic changes in feedback. The l.lcsT thus assesses the

intactness of pìannìng, maintaíning and changing response set and

inhibitory functions chanacteristjc of frontal functioning.

T.lhile demonstrating sensitivity to frontal deficits, research

usi ng the l.lcsT has yì el ded 'i nconsi stent fi ndi ngs regardi ng
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'latenality. I'lilner (1963) found that patients with dorsolateral

frontal excisions performed sjgnificantìy more poonly on the WCST

than did controls with lesions in other cenebral areas. In

particuìar, frontal patients tended to have high perseverative

error scores. That is, they continued sonting to a g'iven

category despite feedback that their responses were no 'longer

correct. However, Milner demonstrated no lateraìity effects in

groups of right and left frontal patients. Aìthough Milner noted

that ì eft frontal exci si ons tended to be smal I er than ri ght

frontal excisions in her patient groups, she stated that "both

left and right superior-frontal removals wene equally damag'lng to

performance on the l.lisconsin test (1963, p.97)." In contrast,

Drewe (L974), in companing l.lCST performance in patlents with

unilateral left and right frontal versus nonfrontal les'ions,

found that the right frontal group had the highest median

persevenative error score. Left frontal patients performed mone

poorly on other t,lCST indices. Like I'lilner (1963) and Dnewe

(1974), Robinson et al. (1980) found that patÌents w'ith focal

frontal damage did significantly wonse than nonfrontal bra'ln

damaged patients. Furthenmore, consistent with Drewe's

perseverati ve error fi ndi ngs, pati ents wi th focaì ri ght fnontal

damage performed sign'ificantly worse than those with focal ìeft

frontal damage. Hence the experimenta'l evidence to date shows

the l,lCST to be sensit'i ve to frontal I esi ons and furthermore

suggests that it may be most sensit'ive to right frontal brain

damage.



The absence of clear and consistent hem'isphenic Oirr...r.::
on the l,lCST may be due to its failure to meet the second

criterion noted above to qualify as a test for laterality effects

in frontal lesions. That is, it fails to meet the requirement

for unilateral processing. The HCST requires patients to sort by

the concepts of the coìour, form and number of the shapes on the

card. t,lhi I e the task i s ostensi bìy nonverbal and v'i suospati a1 ,

the stimulus classes do not clearly maximize unilateral right

hemispheric pnocessing: The geometric forms are easily named,

allowing left hemisphere processing. l,lhile the number of shapes

on any card is confounded with the configuration of the display,

suggesting right hemisphere pnocessing, counting itself has been

shown to be a left hemisphere task (Lezak, Lg76)" Modificatjon

of the stimulus materials would therefore be necessar^y to produce

a genuine]y nonverbal card sorting task sensitive to fnontal

later"ality effects. To date no equivalent verbal, frontal /left
hemisphere task has been developed.

Luri an Tasks

Luria's neuropsycho'logicaì examination (1980) provides a wide

variety of tasks to assess bnain functions, including tasks which

he felt to be sensitive to frontal deficÌts. As predicted,

subsets of tasks from Luria's neuropsycho'logical exam have been

shown to be sensitive to fnontal lobe lesions (McKay and Goìden,

1980; Malìoy et âì., 1983). Lurla's tasks include a wjde range
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of variation along the dimensions of both complexlty and the

extent to which they demand right on left hemisphere modes of

processing (Luria, 1980). Performance differences in frontal

pati ents wi th I ateral i zed I esi ons have not been extensi vely

studi ed usi ng Lu rj an tasks . Latera'l i ty effects have been

demonstrated on a standandized version of Luria's tasks (Golden

et al., 1981). Hhile Mal'loy et al. (1983) demonstrated that

tasks based on Luria's hypotheses could be used to d'iscniminate

frontal fnom nonfrontal patients with a high degree of accuracy,

'i n a suppì emental anaìysi s they di d not fi nd si gnì fi cant

differences between night and left frontal patients on most of

the tasks. As with the l.lCST, these Lurian tasks apparentìy

failed the second critenîon for fnontal ìatenality measures.

They would require mod'ification in order to maximize unilateral

processi ng.

Mazes

Corkin (1965) found right frontal patients to be

si gni fi cantly more impai red than I eft frontal pati ents on

tactually guided maze ìearning. l,lhile Milner (1965), studying

the same patients, found deficits relative to normals in visuaìly

guided maze ìearning, she found no significant djfferences

between the left and right lesjoned fnontal groups.
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Inteqratl ve Studies of Lateralitv Ef f ects i n Fronta'l Lobe Lesi ons

The studies reviewed thus far have reported the performance

of right vensus left frontal lesioned patients on isolated tasks

(see Tab'le 1). Taken together they are suggestive of lateraìity

effects in the frontal lobes, cornesponding to weìl-documented

hemispheric differences in the other lobes of the cerebral

cortex. These unconnected fjnd'ings on s'ingle tests in diffenent

subject groups ane i nsuffi ci ent basj s, howeven, for a general

statement regardi ng I ateral i zati on of functi ons wi thÍ n the

frontal I obes. They I ack the i ntegr"ati on of a range of

lateraliz'ing frontal tasks (i.e. tasks meeting both criteria
cited above) tested within groups of unilateral frontal and

nonfrontal I esj oned pati ents .

To date, only Benton (1968) and Petrides and Milner (19S2)

have attempted to systemati ca'l'ly study the extent to whi ch

interhemispheric d'ifferences are demonstrable on a nange of

typicaìly "lateralizing" tasks, in patients with unjlateral

prefrontal lesjons. Benton (1968) showed that left frontal

lesioned patients were inferior to right frontal lesioned

pati ents on a test of verbal associ at'ive f 'luency. Ri ght f ronta'l

lesjoned patients performed significantly more poorìy than left
f rontal patì ents on nonverbal v'isuospati al tasks i nvo'rvi ng

three-dimensi onal bl ock constructi on and desi gn copyi ng " Benton
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concl uded that

...for the most pant, the interhemispheric differences in

performance which ane thought to be characteri stic for

patients with unilateraì post-Rolandic disease may also be

observed in patients with unilateral lesions confined to the

frontal lobes. [Benton, 1968, p. 58]

t,{hile Benton's findings ane suggestive, sevenal aspects of

his study prec'lude 'it as a definitive test of latena'lity effects

in fnontal lesjoned patients. 0ne serious djfficulty involves

task characteristics. 0f the sjx tasks used jn Benton's study,

on'ly the verbal associatjve f]uency task meets both our criteria
(frontaì'ity and hemisphericity) fon a test of latena'lity effects

in frontal lesions. verbal paired associate ìearning, whire it
has a strong verbal/left hemisphene component, does not tap

spec'i f i cal'ly f nontal f uncti ons . simi I arly, three-dimensi onal

constructi onal pnaxi s and desi gn copyi ng tap nonverbal ,

visuospatiaì right hem'isphene modes of functioning, but do not

rely heavi ly on speci fi cal'ly frontal types of supramodal

pnocessing' The remaining tasks, a mentaì status type evaluation

of temponaì orientation and a multiple choice test of pnoverb

i ntenpretati on, are neither cì early frontal non I ateral i zi ng

tasks.

Equalìy 'important ane the facts that the patient popuìation

was vagueìy defined and the criteria used to localize ìesions'in
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the frontal lobes were not stated. Benton merely stated: ,'The

sample is best víewed simply as comprising r^ight handed patlents

without clinical'ly evident motor impairment or dysphasla and with

lesjons apparentìy confined to one or both frontal lobes" Ii¡i¿,
pp. 54ffl. He furthen noted the lack of surgical evidence of

locus and extent of lesion. In addìt1on, no radiorogica'l

findings were provided. Hence there was no evidence that the

les'ions were located in, on restnicted to, the frontal lobes.

Fu nthermore, no posteni or I es j oned or non-brai n-damaged

comparison groups were studied.

In view of these limitations -- the not necessariry "frontal"
nature of the tasks, the vague localization information and the

absence of nonfrontal comparison groups -- no conclusions can be

drawn about the contribution of specifically frontal darnage ln

comparing the performance of right and left unilatenal les.ionect

gr^oups in Benton's (1968) study, Performance diffenences may

reflect interhemispheric differences associated with nonfrontal

-^-À: --1 i----^uuf'Lrgdt (¡dfltdge.

In a study of verba'l and nonverbal self-directed or.ganization

and sequencìng of responses, Petrides and Milner (tgïz) found

that the ìeft frontal group was sign'ificantly impained relative

to normal controls on the verbal tasks, whereas the right frontal

gr^oup was not. The I eft f rontal group was al so si gni f i cant'ly

impaired on the nonverbal tasks. Right frontal lesioned patìents



were impained only on the most complex of the nonverbal r.r*::
Thus a left frontal versus right frontal dissociation on these

tasks was not consistentìy demonstrated. In addition, the

significant impainment of the right temporal lobe lesioned gnoup

on both nonverbal tasks and the ìeft temporal lesioned group on

one of the two verbal tasks indicated that these tasks d'id not

discriminate well between frontal and nonfrontal groups. It
wouìd therefore be important to know whether frontal lesioned

pat'ients and nonf rontal I esi oned pati ents fai I ed to d'iff erent

extents. The pertinent analyses comparing penformance of frontal

groups wi th that of nonf rontal groups l.rene not pnesented . The

'impai rment of the nonf rontal groups al so brought 'into questi on

the frontal nature of the experimental tasks, suggesting that

they may not selectively tap frontal functioning and therefore

fail to meet the first criterion for a test of ìatera'lity in

frontal functioning (frontaìity). Tests known to tap skills

associated with postRoìandic functioning wene not carried out,

Hence comparisons evaluating possible penformance dífferences on

frontal and nonfrontal tasks could not be made.

Outline of Current Research

There is littìe empirical ev'idence concernjng the funct'ion'ing

of speci fic zones within the f rontal cortex 'in humans. Fuster'

(1980) notes that no double dissoc'iat'ions (by task and by

cortical area) have been demonstrated in the frontal cortex. As
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reviewed above, even the dichotomy in functioning between the

left and night hemispheres, basic to our understanding of

brain-behaviour relationships, has not been clearly demonstrated

'in controlled investigation of lesions of the frontal contex.

The punpose of the present study was to investigate

laterality effects in unilateral, radiologically confirmed

frontal lobe lesjons, using a vaniety of tasks which meet both

criùeria outlined above. Tests previously demonstrated to be

sensitive to frontal damage were selected (Benton, 1968;

Jones-Gotman and Milner, L977; Robinson et al., 1980). These

tasks were then systematically adapted so that the stimulus

parameters and task demands reflected wel'l known hemispheric

differences in processing and the sensitivity of the tasks to

frontal defÍcits was maximized. Thus each task had two analogues

in order to independently tap verbal and nonverbal strategies of

solution. For example, both the verbal fluency (Benton, 1973)

and design f'luency (Jones-Gotman and Milner, Lg77) tasks wene

administered to evaluate pnoductivity and perseveration in both

verbal and nonverbal response modaìities. The specific tasks ane

described'in the Method section, below. Tasks typica'l1y tapping

deficits associated with unilateral postRo'landic ìesions were

administered to facilitate meaningful anterjor-posterior

comparisons. Benton's Judgement of Line 0rientation (JL0) was

adm'inistered for sens'itivìty to right postRolandic lesions

(Benton et ô1., L977 and Benton et ô1.,1978) and the Western
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Aphasia Battery "Audltory verbal comprehension" (AVc) subtests

were used to tap Ieft posterion deficits (Kertesz, 1gg2). These

tasks are described in the Method section, below.

Experimental Predi ctions

The follow'ing were the predictions for the outcsne of this experiment:

L' Fnontal lesioned patients as a gnoup will perform more poorly

than nonf rontal compani son gr.oups on the ',f rontal', tasks.

2. Left frontaì lesioned patients wilì perform selectiveìy worse

than right frontal patients on the verbal/left frontal task, and

right frontal patlents wil'l be infenior to left frontal lesioned

patients on the nonverbal/right frontal task.

3. Left frontal lesioned patients wi'll perform more poorly than

left posterior patients on the verbal /1eft frontal task, and

ri ght fnontal pati ents wi I I be j nferi or to ni ght posteri or

patients on the nonvenbal/right fnontal task,

4 " Left posteni or pati ents wi I I be i nferi or to I eft fnontal

patients on the verbal AVC subtests, and right posterior lesioned

patients will be inferior to right frontal lesioned patients on

the visuospatial JL0"

5. Left hemisphere ìesioned patients w'ill perform more poorly

than night hemisphene lesioned patients on the verbal frontal

tasks and the AVC, and right hem'isphere lesìoned patients will
perform more poorly than ìeft hemisphere lesioned patients on the

nonvenbal frontal tasks and JL0.
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METHOD

Su bj ect s

Al 1 subjects were mal e pati ents i n the neurol ogy,

neunosurgeny, medica] or surgical services of the Jackson VA and

university of Mississippi Medical centres. Subjects were

selected on the basis of locus of lesion determined from cT head

scan, using the mapping technÌques deve'loped by Mazzocchi and

vigno'lo (1978) and Luzzatti, Scotti and Gattoni (1979). Briefìy,

mapping consisted of measuring the extent of lesion on each cut

of the scan, performìng a pr"oportional carcuration, and plotting

each cut on a standard lateral diagram of the brain taken from

New and Scott (1975). Accuracy of the pnocedure was improved by

first penforming a scout scan, which alIowed a mone precise

calculation of the angle and points of intensection of each cut.

Examples of the plotted lesions of four of the patfents studied

are presented ìn Figure 1. Data on etiology of lesions are

presented in Tabìe 2.

Four groups of 10 patients each were compiìed, having left
fnontal , r^ight frontalo left postRoìandic, and rlght postRoìandic

I esi ons . 0n1y test protoco'l s of pati ents who were abl e to
attempt all tasks þrere jncluded. Incomp'lete protocols resuJted

variously from rapid tumour^ gnowth, development of other cerebral

d'isease (e.g. subdural haematoma) and progression of concunrent
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illnesses (e.9. pneumonia). Aìso excluded were patfents who met

the I esi on sel ect'lon crì teri a, but were i I I I terate or whose

severe comprehension deficits precluded assessment and

utilization of the comp'lex'language abillties requislte for the

current testing. In the case of space occupylng lesions,
subjects were tested either after lesion excision or following

courses of steroid and radiation treatment in order to minimize

the remote effects of the lesions. A comparison group of 10

non-brain-damaged patients was selected fnom among medical and

sungicaì inpatients with no history of cerebral neuroìogica'l

disease or psychiatric djsorder. They were matched with the

experimental groups for age and education. subject selection and

necruitment wene carnied out in consultation with neurology and

neunosurgery personne] . Test admini stration and scoring

procedures were then carried out.

Lesions in different cerebnal aneas differential ly affect
cognitive functioning and task profic'iency. For a review, see

stuss and Benson (1983)" Research has shown IQ performance to be

relatively unaffected by frontal lesjons (Luria, 1990), but often

significantly impaired on selective tasks by more posterior

lesions (Goodglass, in press), with the tasks affected dependÍng

upon the particular site of damage. As education has been shown

to correlate with IQ (Matarazzo, r97z), in the present study

"years of education compìeted" was used to match subjects for
premonbid i ntel I ectual f uncti on'ing 

"
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P rocedu re

All subjects were first administered the posterior control

tasks, JLO and AVc, according to their respective instruction

manuals. ss were then administered the frontal sorting tasks and

fluency tasks, as described below. Harf the ss received the

verbal version of each task first. Half neceived the nonverbal

version first. This was determined by a randomized schedu'le, ìn

order to randomize possible order effects.

Judqement of Li ne 0ri entati on

In this nonvenbal task, developed by Benton, Varney and

Hamsher (L977), the pat'ient is required to judge the spatial

orientation of lines in relation to a set of standand references.

The task is presented as a visual matching taskn with five
practice items and 30 test items. The bottom half of each page

presents a standard semicircular array of Lz radiating numbered

lines (sampìe). The top half of each page presents two lines

(test items) whose angles of orientation correspond to those of

two lines of the sample array. The patient must indicate which

two of the numbered sample ljnes are at the same angìe as the

test items, This may be done either by pointing or" by stating

the numbers of the l'ines chosen. perf ormance 'is scored f or

numben conrect (Benton et a'l ., Igll).
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Audi to Verbal Comprehension

These tasks, developed by Kertesz (lgB2) require the patient

to respond "yes/no" to simp'le and compl ex verbaì'ly presented

questlons (e.9. Are you wearing red pyjamas? Is a horse larger

than a dog?); to point to named objects (e.g. a door, your left
thumb); and to fol low sequential commands (e.g. point to the

window, then to the door. Put the comb on the other side of the

pen and tunn over the book). Performance is scored for number

correct for each subtest (Kertesz, 1982).

Card Sortin g

Verbal

The wond I i st cons'lsted of 16 words bel ongi ng to f our

categories: vehicle, vegetab'le, animal and clothing. Each

category had one word begi nni ng wi th each of the phonemes ',b,' ,

"p", rrctr and "t". The four sampìe cards bearing the words

t'Boat"r "Peas"r "Cow" and "Tie" were laid on the table as

iìlustrated in Figure 2a. The patient was then asked to read the

word l'ist from a typed sheet (Appendix 1). He was told, ',These

are the words in my deck of cands. The cards can be dealt in two

ways " "

Phonemic Sampìe. Pointing to the typed list and the samples
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on the table, E expìafned, "Boat, Bean, B'lrd and Belt all begin

with the letter "b", so they go under Boat, which begins with a

rrbrr 
. 
rr Thl s pattern of i nstruct'ions was repeated for the words

beginning with each phoneme. E them said,',Now I want you to

deal these cards accordi ng to the f i rst I etter, ',b,,, ',p',, "c,' or

"t". Put them below the word that starts with the same first
letten." s was then handed five cards, one at a time. Four were

the same category (vegetable), each beginning with a different
phoneme. One was a diffenent categony.

For all four sets of card sorting sampìe tria'ls, E followed

each correct match with "right". Any errors wene corrected. If
s erred on mone than two matches, the entire sample sonting

procedure was repeated once. 0n completion of the first sample,

E said, "There is another way we can deal the cards.,,

Semantic Cateqory S ampl e. Poi ntj n g to the typed I i st and the

samp'les on the table, E explained, "Boat, plane, Car and Truck

are all vehicles, so they can go under Boat, which is a vehicle."

This pattern of jnstructions was repeated for each wond categony.

E then said, "Now I want you to deal these cards according to the

category they belong to, whether it is a vehjcle, a vegetabre, an

animal or clothing. Put them below the word that be]ongs to the

same category, without paying attention to the first letter." s

was then handed five cards, one at a time. Four were the same

phoneme (b), each belong'ing to a different category. One card
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described under A. above.
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Feedback and practlce were provided as

Experimental Task. The card deck consisted of 64 cards, with

each of the 16 words in the word list being nepeated four times.

No two consecutive cards bore the same category or the same

phoneme. E said, "First I want you to deal the cards according

to the first letter. Put them below the word starting with the

same first letter, "b"r "p"r "c" or'tr.r Thnoughout card

sontingn t handed s the cards one at a time. E said,'yes,'or
"right" when s sonted correctìy, and "rìo" or "Thatrs not right,,

when s sorted i ncornectìy. After l0 consecuti ve cornect

nesponses, E said, "Good. Now I want you to switch to the other

way of dealing the cards. put them unden the wond belonging to

the same category vehicle, vegetable, animal or c1othing.,,

Thereafter, following each 10 consecutive connect nesponses t
said, "Good" Now I want you to switch to the o!her- way of
deal i ng the cards."

Nonverbal

The stimulus items consisted of 16 designs: Four patterns of

lineso each presented at foun different angles. After laying out

the four sample cards as'illustrated in Figure 2b, t said,,,These

cards can be deaìt in two ways.,,
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Pointing to the samples on the table, E

explained, "Each of these cards has a different pattern of litile
lines on it: a djfferent design. can you see that each of the

patterns is different?" s then examined the cards. If S did not

understand, E exp'lained further. "Fon example, this one has a

lot of narrow lines (Fig. zb, sampre z) and thJs one has a thick

black line in the centre (tìg. zb, sampìe 4). Each one ls
different. Now I want you to deal these cards according to the

pattern. Put them below the card that has the same pattern of

little lines." s was then handed five cards, one at a time.

Four were the same angle, each bearing a diffenent pattern. One

card bore a different ang1e.

The sample trials pnoceeded as described under I.A. above.

An le Sam le. Pointing to the sampìes on the table, E

explained, "Each of these cards has a different angle; the llnes

point in a diffenent dinection. This one points up and down.

This one points up to the right. This one points up to the ìeft,
and this one lies flat across"" E traced aìong each angìe as it
was described. "Now I want you to deal these cards according to

their angle. Put them below the card with the same angle,

!l!¡g!! paying attention to the pattern of litile lines.,, S was

then handed five cards, one at a time. Four bore the same

des'ign o each ori ented at a di f f erent ang'r e " 0ne card bore a

di fferent desi gn.

Pattern Sampìe.
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The sample trials proceeded as descnibed unden I.A. above.

Experimental Task . The card deck consisted of 64 cards, with
each of the 16 pattern/angle combÍnations repeated four times.

No two consecutive cards bore the same pattern or ang1e. The

nonverbal experÍmental task proceeded as did the verbal card sort
described in I.c. above. E began with pattenn finst, then

swi tched to ang'l e.

Both the verbal and nonverbal card sortlng tasks were scored

for number of categories completed correct'ly and number of
err0rs.

Fl uency and Pr oducti vi ty

Verbal

sample. s was instructed, "In the next minute, I want you to
write as many words as you can think of; any words at aìl,]ike
"dog", "cat", et cetera"" The first wond written was greeted

with "That's right." If the patient wrote a proper name, E sai11,

"Dontt wri te pnoper names .,,

Exp eri mental Task. This task was based on Mi lner (1964). S

was instnucted, "This time I want you to wr.ite as many different
words as you can think of beg'inning with the letter" ,,s,,.,, 

E
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wrote a large "s" at the top of the response sheet. "They should

not be proper names or the same word with a different ending.,, E

crossed out examples of errors on the response sheet (Appendix 2)

as each was described. "You can use any other words beginning

with "s", Iike "soap" and "sharp"." E jndicated these examples

on the response sheet. "Make sure that each word is different,

so that at the end I can count up how many different words you

have written. You have five minutes."

Nonvenbal

Sample. S was instructed, "In the next minute, I want you to

dnaw as many different things as you can think of; anything at

all, like a circle, square or any design.,, If S dnew a scene, E

said, "l want you to dnaw indiv'idual things." If s began to draw

elaborately, E said, "Don't spend a lot of time on any one

drawing" I want you to draw as many different thÍngs as you

can."

E xpeni mental Task. Thi s task was based on Jones-Gotman and

Milner (1977). E pointed to s's sampìe responses and said,

"These are things that can be named, like [E named objects which

s had drawnl." If s had drawn any objects which could not be

readi'ly ì abel'led (as out'lj ned i n Jones-Gotman and M'i 
'lner, rg77) Ë.

sai d, "These thi ngs don't have names. They are just desi gns. "

Turning to the response sheet, E said, "This tjme-I want you to
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draw as many different designs as you can think of. The deslgns

should be things you cannot name. They should not be objects;
geometric shapes, ìetters, or numbens, or the same design turned

around." E crossed out the examples of errors on the response

sheet as each was descnibed (Appendix 3). ',you can draw anything

else, like these designs whlch can,t be named.', E indicated

examples of acceptable responses on the response sheet. ,'Make

sure that each design is different, so that at the end I can

count up how many different designs you have dnawn. you have

fjve minutes." If s had diffrculty undenstand.ing the task, E

elaborated: "Just designs, 'like when you,re on the phone and you

have a pencil in your hand and you,re just doodling.',

In both the verbal and nonverbal versions of the fluency and

productivity task, the first two conrect responses wene greeted

wi th "That rs ri ght . " 0ne warni ng was gi ven for the fi rst
occunrence of each type of unacceptable response described above

and for the first perseveration. If s stopped before the tÍme

eìapsed, E did not enten into conversation, but said, ',That,s

okay. I have to let the time run out. If you think of any other

words/des i gns , just wri te them dof,Jn .,,

Both the verbal and nonverbal vensions of the task were

sconed for the total number of responses, the number of correct

responses, the number of perseverat.ive responses and the numben

of other unacceptable responses.
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RESULTS

Demognaphic Varlables

As patient groups were comprised of consecut'lve admissions to

the neuroìogy and neurosurgeny services of the veteran's

Administration and university of Mississlppi Medlcal centres,

demographic variables of age and education were ana'ryzed to

determine whether groups were of homogenous compositjon on these

vaniabìes, or if systematic sources of varjabiìity existed among

the groups on these dimensions. Demognaphic data are presented

in Table 3,

Age'

Univariate ana'lysis of vaniance, with patient group as

independent variable and age as dependent variabre, showed no

statistically sign'ificant differences in age composition among

the gnoups (F3,36 =0.38" p<0.77). Resuìts are presented in Tabre

4.

Educat i on

un i vari ate ana]ys i s of vari ance, w'ith group as i ndependent

vaniable and educatlon as dependent variab]e, showed no

statistical'ly significant differences in educailonal ìevel among
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the groups (F3,36 = 0.zg,p<0.84). Results are pnesented in Table

5.

Thus no significant differences were found among the patient

gnoups on the demographic vaniables of age and educatlon.

Tests of Expenimental Hypotheses

The experimental hypotheses were constructed fn the form of
predictions about specifjc directional diffenences in performance

between pairs of groups on particulan experìmentaì tasks" Fon

each hypothesis, the pertinent groups were therefore compared

using planned comparisons (F statistÍc) within the framework of

the General Linear Model (Ray, 1982).

Hypothesis One

It was predicted that frontal patients would be inferior to
nonfrontal patients on all frontal tasks"

As pnedicted, frontal lesioned patients as a group (f.e" left
frontaì and r ight frontal combined) per-formed signiflcantly more

poorly than nonfrontal patients (i.e. left and right nonfrontal

patients combined) on both the verbal and nonverbal carcl sortlng

tasks, which were designed to tap frontal functioning. Thfs

relationship was true for- both measures of.card sorting
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performance. Frontaì patients achieved signiffcantly fewer

categori es (5+ .z¡ than di d nonf rontal pati ents (Fs.o ) on the

verbal card sonting task. Frontal patients made signlficantìy
mone errors (rye. z ¡ than di d nonf rontaì pati ents (y,z .+ ) on the

verbaì card sorting task. similarìy, frontal patients achleved

signif icantly fewer categonies (ry+.+) than did nonf rontal

patients (l'|=s.z¡ on the nonverbal card sorting task. Frontal

patients also made significantly more errors (m=s.a1 than did

nonf rontaì pati ents (F2.2 ) on the nonverbal card sorti ng task .

Results ane presented in Table 6.

Hypothesis Two

It was predicted that left frontal patients would be infenior

to right fronta'l patients on the verbal frontal task, and that

right fnontal patients would be inferior to left frontal patients

on the nonverbal frontal task.

As predicted, left fnontal lesioned patients penformed

significantly more poorly than r"ight frontal lesioned patients on

the venbal card sort task. This was true for both measures of

card sorti ng performance: Left frontal pati ents achj eved

significantly fewer correct categories (N=a.s¡ than did right

frontal patients (N=+"4¡. Left frontar patients made

sìgni f icantly mone errors (l'l=12"0) on the venbal cand sorting

task than djd rìght f nontal patients (gs.+¡. These results ane

ub¡ty

c.,..È &3l4,f,ii¡'r(.ßéå

( r;.+ltÊ,ri[.q
,. ì: -.,":
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presented ln Table 7.

As predicted, right frontal I esioned patients performed

sign'lffcantly more poorly than left frontal lesioned patients on

the nonvenbal card sorting task. This was tnue for both measures

of card sorting performance: Right frontal patients achieved

sìgnificantly fewer correct categories (lrl,=s.g) on the nonvenbal

card sort than did left frontal patients (M=4.s¡. Right frontal

patients made signi f icantìy more errons (gtz.6) on the nonverbal

card sorting task than did left frontal patients (¡=Z.O¡. These

results ane presented in Table 7.

Hence each frontal lesioned group performed more poorly on

the particular task designed to serectively tap the specific

skill deficits which were hypothesized to be associated with that

lesion gnoup, as predicted.

H.ypothesis Three

It was pnedicted that left frontal patients would be inferior
to left nonfrontal patients on the verbal fnontal task, and that

right frontal patients would be inferior to right nonfrontal

patients on the nonverbal frontal task.

As pnedi cted, I eft frontal I esi oned pati ents

significantly more poorìy than did left nonfrontal

perfonmed

I es i oned
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patients on the venbal card sorting task. This was true for both

measunes of card sortlng performance: Left frontal patients

achieved slgniflcantly fewer correct categories (gs.s¡ than did

left nonf ronta'l patlents (M=s.r¡. Left f rontal patients made

significantìy more errors (M=tz.o¡ on the verbal card sorting

task than did left nonfronta'r patients (ry3.0¡. These results

are presented in Table 8.

As predi cted, ri ght frontal r esi oned pati ents performed

significantìy more poorìy than right nonfrontal lesioned patients

on the nonverbal card sorting task. Thls was true for both

measures of card sorting penformance: Right frontal patients

achieved significantly fewer correct categories (N=s.s¡ on the

nonverbal cand sort than did right nonfrontal patients (çs.e¡.
Right frontal patients made significanily more errors (M=r2.6) on

the nonverbal card sortfng task than did right nonfrontal

patients (51.s¡" These results are presented in Table g.

As pnedicted, each fnontat lesioned group performed more

poorly than patients with nonfrontaì lesions in the same cerebral

hemisphere, on the partlcular task designed to selectively tap

the speci fic ski I I deficits which were hypothesized to be

associated wlth thefr area and side of lesion.
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Hyoothes i s Four

It was predícted that ìeft postenior lesioned patients would

be ínferior to left frontal lesloned patlents on the tasks of
verbal comprehension, and that rfght nonfrontal tesloned patients
would be inferior to right fnontal lesloned patients on the task
of visuospatial oríentation.

As predicted, left posterlor lesioned patfents were inferior
to left frontal patfents on each of the thnee components of the
western Aphasia Battery used to tap verba'l compnehension skllls"
Hence, left posteriors achieved significantìy fewer correct on

Yes/No questions (M,=s+.s¡ than dÍd left frontal patients
(5s8.s¡. Left posteníors achieved significanily ìower scores on

Auditory verbal comprehension (gso.z¡ than did left frontal
patients (rysa.o¡. Left posteriors did more poorly on fol lowing

verbal commands (M=68.0) than did reft frontar patients ([=72.0¡"
These results are pnesented Ín Table 9.

As predictedn right posterïor lesioned patients were inferÍor
to right frontal lesloned patients on the visuospatíal task:
Right posteniors achieved significanily lower scores on Judgement

of Li ne Ori entati on (ryt0. t ¡ than di d rl ght f rontal patÍ ents
(ryZt.f ¡" These results are presented in Table 9"

As predicted, each nonfrontal ìesioned group performed more
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poorly than patients with frontal lesions in the same cerebnal

hemisphere, on the particular task selected to tap defic'lts'in

postRol andi c functi oni ng associ ated wi th that cerebnal

hemi sphere.

Hypothesis Five

It was predÍcted that left hemisphere lesioned patients would

be inferior to right hemisphere lesioned patients on the verbal

comprehension tasks and on the verbal frontal task, and that

right hemisphere lesioned patients would be inferior to left
hemisphere lesioned patients on the visuospatial task and on the

nonverbal frontal task.

Thi s hypothesi s neceí ved panti a'l support : As pred'icted, I eft

hemisphere lesioned patients t{ere inferion to right hemlsphere

lesioned patients on the venbal comprehension tasks. They

achieved significantly lowen scones oh each of the subtests of

the Western Aphasia Batteny than did right hemisphene lesioned

patients" These results are presented in Table 10. Fur^thermore,

as predicted, right hemisphere lesioned patients were inferior to

I eft hemi spher^e pati ents on the vi suospati a'l task : Ri ght

hemisphere patients sconed more poorìy on Judgement of Line

0r'ientation (N,=te.Z¡ than djd left hemisphere pat'ients (M=23.0).

See Table 10.
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0n the frontaì tasks, the target frontal gnoup which was

pred'icted to perform differentialìy poorìy on a given task (e.9.

left frontaì group performlng more poorìy than right frontal

group on the verbal card sort; cf. Hypotheses Two and Three),

performed significantly mone poorly than each of the other three

brai n I esj oned gnoups . The only si gn'l fi cant overal I I eft

hem'isphere versus right hemisphere difference which emerged on

the frontaì tasks was that left hemisphene patients achieved

significantly fewer categor^ies on the verbal card sorting task

(ry+.+) than did right hemisphere patlents (ryS.3¡. Left-rlght

comparisons are presented in Table 10.

Comparison with Normals

In each of the compari sons, the non-brai n-l esi oned group

performed si gni fi cantly better than the target brain-l esioned

group wh'ich þ,as predi cted to perf orm di f f erenti al ìy poorly on a

given task. These nesults are presented in Tables 6, 7,8, and

9.

txperimental Batteny and Patient Classification

Þlultivaniate discriminant analyses were per^formed using the

six summary test scones to predict group membership. The summary

scores used were:

1. verbal cand sontn numben of ernons;



2. verbal card sort, number of categonies;

3. nonverbal card sort, number of errors;

4. nonverbal card sort, number of categories;

5. Auditory Verbal Comprehension tasks, combined; and

6. Judgement of Llne Onlentation.

ana'lysi s usi ng

87.5% of the

these si x

pati ents
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summary

on the

Mul t'i vari ate di scrimi nant

scores correct'ly cl ass i f i ed

anteri on-posteri or dimensi on.

Mult'ivariate discriminant analysis using the six summary test

scores correct'ly classified 82"5% of the patients by quadrant of

lesion and gnoup membership (i.e. incìuding the

non-braìn-ì esioned comparison group) .

Multivariate discnimlnant analysis using foun summary scores

correctly classified 100% of the frontal lesioned patlents by

side of lesion" The scores used were:

1. verbal card sort, number of ennors;

2" verbal card sorto numben of categories;

3. nonverbal card sort, number of errors; and

4" nonverbal card sort, number of categories.

In summany, alì experimental hypotheses rerated to 'lateraìity

effects in unj latenal frontal lesions wene supported. The
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current task battery was found to be useful in dlscrlm'lnating

frontal patients from nonfrontal patients wlth 87.5% accuracy.

Furthermore, it discrimlnated quadrant of leslon with 82.5%

accuracy, and side of frontal lesion with 100% accuracy.

Fluency and Productlvity

The supp'lemental repìication of Jones-Gotman and Milner's

(I977) study of fìuency In frontaì lesioned patients dld not

yie'ld nesuìts amenable to statistlcal anaìysis of group data.

Performance on both venbal and nonverbal f'luency tasks was

adversely affected (and sometimes precluded) by motor deficits of

left hemisphere lesioned patients and motivational deflcits of

right hemispher^e Iesioned patients. Furthermore, both tasks

el i ci ted refusal s and generated si gn'i fi cant negati vi ty and

di sconti nuati ons . The verbaì versi on o for exampl e, was impal ned

by the pervasive deficits in this population in the area of

written language: Misspelling and illegibility, combined with

patients¡inabiì'ity to decipher their own written pnoductions,

rendered many protocol s unscorabl e" Furthermore,

self-consciousness about spel'ling appeared to be a factor. jn both

refusals and some instances of low productivity, with patlents

taking tjme to select onìy the most simply speìled wonds fnom

their vocabularieso requesting help w'ith speì'ling, etc.
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These genenal difficulties, in comb'lnation with the few cases

of circumscribed lesion-specific deficits (e.9. dyslexla)

resulted in such a prohibit'ive amount of missfng and unscorable

data as to precìude meaningful, va'lid and reliable statlstlcal

anaìysis of group data.

l,lhile the above qual'itative observations were clinicaìly

i nteresti ng and often conformed to expectati ons based on

Jones-Gotman and Milner and clinical experience, systematic data

gatheni ng on these process factors was not a p'l anned component of

the study. Hence systematic infonmation on which to base

evaìuation and conclusions pertinent to the anterior-posterior

and lateralization issues under considenation in the current

study was unava'ilable from the fluency and productivity tasks.

The pervasiveness of diffjculties on these tasks among all

patient groups may have been related to task requirements.

Jones-Gotman and Mjlner noted that the design fluency task "poses

a djfficuìt problem for any highly venbal subject" 11977, p.6711.

This may have interacted with the the effects of low pubìic

education standards jn Miss'issippi and the possÍbìy related

general neactivity to paper and pencil tasks obsenved in this

patient population by various investigators (Nadeau, persona'l

communication; Maìloy, personaì communication), perhaps

contributing to their difficulties with both product'lvity tasks,
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0ther di fferences i n pati ent popul ati on chanacteri sti cs

between Jones-Gotman and M'i I ner and the current study may have

further contributed to the lack of success with these tasks.

Jones-Gotman and Milner's patients appeared to have relatively

homogenous ìesions, subjects being selected from among those

being treated sungically fon relief of ep'iìepsy" Ninety-two

percent of thein subjects had preoperative epileptogenic lesions

which were static and atnophic. Patients in the curnent study

wene primari ìy from the acute neurol ogy and neunosurgery

services, with largely preoperatively dynamic, metastatic lesions

or recent cerebrovasculan infarction.

Compl i ance with the test i nstructi ons i tsel f has been

described as a fnontal function (e.9. Milnen, 1964). Such

general executive funct'ions tend to become poorer with age

(Jones-Gotman , personal communi cati on ; Kap'l an, personal

cornmun'ication). The current group of patients was significantly

older than those of the Jones-Gotman and M'ilner study. Their

mean group ages ranged from 19.7 to 39.0, with ages nanging from

15 to 55 year^s. The curnent subjects nanged in age fron 22 to 68

years, with group means ranging from 45.1 to 52.0 years. Thus

their age may have funther compnomised their ab'iìity and

inclination to comply with the relatively complex, multistep

instructions and rules of these tasks.
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DISCUSSION

Evidence has been presented that patients with unilateral

frontal lesions demonstrated performance deficits indicative of

lateralization of function within the frontal lobes. In the

current study, the tasks which selectively tapped and underscored

these ìatenalized deficits inconporated the dual requirements of

1. supramodal processing characteristjc of frontal functioning

and 2. processlng associated with the functional strengths of

each hemlsphere. When compared with patients with unilateral

postRoì andi c I es i ons , the frontal pati ent groups di d

si gni fi cantly better on verbal and nonverbal tasks which

typically or routinely tap deficits associated with unilateral

postRoìandic lesions (cf" Benton, 1969). Furthermore, while

nonfrontaì bnain-lesioned companison patients showed the expected

deficits indicating laterality effects on the nonfrontal tasks,

they performed s'ignificantly better than the frontal patients on

the frontal tasks. Hence, the study demonstrated a double

dissociation between latenality effects in frontaì and nonfrontaì

patÌents on frontal and nonfrontal tasks" In combination, this

pattern of results demonstrated that neithen brain damage nor

side of lesion alone accounted fon the observed ìeft-right
differences among frontal patients, but rather a un'iqueìy frontal

ìateraìity effect was 'in operation, dependent upon the frontal

as wel I as the uni l ateral natune of t,he I es'ions and sel ect'ive'ly
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tapped by specifically frontal tasks.

The sens'itivity and specificity of the current set of tasks,

wi th an accunacy of 87 .5% i n I ocal i z'i ng damage to the f rontal

lobes and 82.5% in further localizing the quadrant of the lesion,

demonstrated the clinical utiìity of these particulan tasks in

examining possible laterality effects as part of either

experimental or functional anaìyses of patient deficits. The

accuracy of 100% on the discriminant function analysis in

cl assi fyi ng I eft and ri ght fnontal pati ents usi ng card sorti ng

scores, and the absence on any of the discriminant function

analyses of any right frontal patients being classified as left
frontal patients and vice vensa, further attested to the value of

these tasks in examining functlonal differences among unilateral

frontal patients" The use of few summary predictors relative to
samp'l e si ze i s consi stent wi th Adam's proposal s (1979 ) f or

discniminant analysis in exploratory neuropsychological research.

while some variabllity ln hit rates may be expected, the current

results represent a clinicalìy useful level of diagnostic and

functional discrimination among Ieft and night frontal patients

and nonfrontal patients, given differing task demands.

The current findings lend experimental support to the

hypothes'is suggested by Lezak (1976) and the cl inical

observat'ions described by Zangwill (1966) that frontal

function'ing, even with its supramodal qual'ities, incorporates
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lateraljzed verbal and nonverbal procìivlties anaìogous to those

which are characteristic of the organizatlon of the rest of the

cerebral cortex.

The cunrent conceptuallzation of dual task nequirements (i.e.

1. supnamodaì processing chanacteristic of frontal functloning

and 2" pnocessing associated w'lth the functlonal strengths of

each hem'isphere) i s val uabì e 'in desi gni ng f unther tasks to
investigate lateral ization within the functloning of the frontal

cortex. Furthermore, the experimental design, with its format of

companisons which incorporate 1. both frontal and nonfrontal

tasks and 2. both frontal and nonfrontal bnain lesioned patients,

further strengthens our abi ì ity to definfti vely demonstrate

expenimental'ly that lateral ized deficits found in frontal

patients are not primarily due to impaÍrment 'in postRolandic

cortical functions or to nonspecific fact,ors associated with

i ntracerebral damage and resulti ng general i zed cortical

dysfunction.

Stuss and Benson (1983) noted that "l ocal ization of

psychoì ogi caì functi on i n the prefrontal cortex has proven

extremely di ffi cult to document" [p . 429). They reviewed

impediments to studies of fnontal-medjated functions in humans.

!.lhile they described vanying deficits depending on specific ìocus

of lesion within the frontal lobes, historicalìy thene has been

poon ava'ilability of patients with well-defined frontal pathoìogy
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(stuss and Benson, 1983). Most cognitive psycho'logicaì tests are

insensitive to, or nonspecific for, frontal dysfunction (Lezak,

1976). Furthermore, manifestation of frontal-related deficlts
appears to be reacti ve to even mi nor modi fi cati ons .l 

n

admi ni strati on and task demands (M'i 'lner-, 
1964 ) . These

difficulties obtaining groups and developing useful tasks,

combine with multipìe other clinical and research related factors

to I imit the experimenta'l ri gor of much f rontal research. poor^ìy

control'led procedural variables include practical difficulties in
testing frontal lobe patients due to their attentional,

motivational and information processing deficits (stuss and

Benson,1983) and variability in administration and evaluation of

tasks, as in the case studies of Luria and his coììeagues (see

Luria, 1980). Design limitations include inadequate or undefined

methods used to I ocal i ze bnai n damage ( e.g. Benton, l96B ) ,

overinclusive selection criteria (e.g. Golden et â1., 1981,

described frontal patients as those patients for whom a majority

of their lesion lay in frontal areas), and lack of nonfnontal

brain-lesioned controls (e.g. Benson and stuss, lggz; Benton,

1968). In summary stuss and Benson (1983) call for more nigor in
the definition of independent variabìes, and fon constructjon of

mone speci fi c tests.

The procedune and experimental design of the curnent study

addressed the above issues. patients with lesions limited to
frontal and nonfrontal areas i n each hemi spher"e were sel ected
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in consult,ation with neuroìogy and neurosurgery pensonneì. All

lesion sites were confirmed by careful mapping based on CT head

scans . Nonfrontal brai n-ì esi oned pati ents were used as

comparison subjects. The experimenta'l tasks were adapted from

among those demonstrated by previous nesearch to be selectively

sensiti ve to frontal defi cits. Thei r speci fi c format was

determi ned by both theoreti caì and practi cal consi derati ons

related to prefnontal cortical lesions. simp'lification of tasks,

taìloring of instructions and unjfonmity of feedback were based

on pilot work in order to maximize their suitability to the

dimensions being tested, while also maxÍmizing their responsivity

to clinical considerations (e.9. low motivation, memony deficits,
concrete attitude, fatiguabil ity) in evaìuating a spectnum of

brai n-l esioned patients 
"

The detailed standard instructions, incìuding expl.icit

standard elaborations fon common problem situations in
administration, rvere designed to maximize the uniformity of the

test si tuati on across subjects . Nonetheì ess , subtl e

unintentional biasing infìuences, based on the examiner's

foneknowledge of both the hypotheses and the gr"oup membership of

each subject, remain a serious considerat'ion in interpr^eting the

results of this study. This is a practicaì probìem common to

expìoratony neuropsychoìogicaì studies of a simjlan scale (e.g.

Benton, 1968; Dnewe, L974; Jones-Gotman and Mjìner, I977; Milner,

1963). A more ri gorous test of the curnent hypotheses w'i r r
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therefore requ'i re task admi ni stratl on by a techni c'ian bì i nd to

the diagnoses of the patients, to the extent that this is

possible, and bllnd to the experimentaì hypotheses at the time of

testing, followed by a similarly blind and anonymous scoring of

test protocol s.

The many remaining questions negardÍng frontal functioning,

and the clinical chaìlenge of evaluating these patients, makes

frontal study an exciting and difficult anea. As evidenced by

the emphas'is in recent writìngs on the specific neuroanatomical

connections of frontal subareas, criterion groups preciseìy

defined according to locus of lesion will nemain a requirement of

quality frontal research. In pnactice, most ìnvestigatons wiìì

therefore require ìong term studies to accumulate a meaningful

sample size. Useful refinements would be to anaìyze findings of

patients with subcontical involvement sepanate'ly from those with

appanentìy strictly cortical lesions; replication and extension

of expì oratory studi es to 1 argen sampl es of pati ents; and

development of a greater vari ety of both exper.imental and

naturaìistic tasks focussing on their cìinical significance for

functional adaptation"

In conclusion, the cunrent study provided clear support for

lateral'ization of frontal lobe cortical functions consistent with

wel ì known hemi spher''ic strengths and d j f f erences. The current

format serves as a conceptuaì and experimental modeì for
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generati ng tests to f urther examf ne i ssues of ì atera'l 'ity and

localization of functlon wlthin the human frontal lobes.
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FOOTNOTE

1. "The prefnontaì divisions of the cerebral cortex are

situated anter"iorly to the motor (Area 4) and premoton (areas 6

and B) areas, "having a distinctive neuronaì structure and unique

neciprocal vertical connections with the subadjacent d.ivisions of
the thal amus , parti cul ar'ly the medi odonsaì nucl eus, and ',di verse

connect i ons wi th other di vj s i ons of the cenebral hemi spheres',

(Luria, 1980, p"2sB). In the neurorogicaì and neunopsychoìogica'l

literature (e.g, Mi'lner, 1964; Reitan, 1964; Benton, 1968; Luria,
1980) the pnefrontal cortex has typical]y been referred to as

"the frontal lobes", "'implicitly excluding the motor and pnemotor

cortex" (Fuster,19B0, p.z). usage in this papen conforms to
this convention.
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Rlght Frontal
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Left Frontal
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Left Nonfrontal
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lllght Nonfrontal
Patlent F.S.

Brain echeuatics
From New & Scott:
COMPUTÉD TOMOGRAPHY
OF THE BRAIN ANO ORBIT
(EMTSCANNTNG)
@1975 Ttp Williams & Wilklns Co.

Figure 1. Examples of the plotted leel^ons of four of the patfents

evaluated 1n the current study. Shadfng tndfcatea area

of lesion.
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TrE PuruE Conru Br nu

Sarnple I Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4

Tr eEn

Test Card

2a, The test card can be matched to sample 1 phonemlcly

and to SamPle 4 semantlclY

ffi

Sample 1 SanPIc 2 ÍJanple 3 SarnPle 4

Test Card

2b The tesË card can be maÈched to Sarnple I by angle

and to Sample 4 bY Pattern

tiltfi

Figure 2. Cards for the Card Sortlng Task
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Tabl e I

Verbal Fl uency

M'i I ner (1964 )
Benton (1968)
Ramien and Hecaen (1970)
Perret (1974 )

Desi gn Fl uency

Jones-Gotman and Milner (L977)

l,lisconsin Card Sorting Test

M'i I ner (1963 )
Drewe (1974 )

Robinson et al. (1980)

Lurian Tasks (from LNB)

Malìoy et al. (1983)

Mazes

Corkin (1965)
Mi I ner (1965)

Sequenci nq

Petrides and Milner (1982)
verbaì
non venba I

Conventi ona'l 'ly Lateral i z'i ng Tasks

Benton (1968)
3-D block design and design copy
pai red associ ate I earni ng

LATERALITY EFFECTS IN FRONTAL FUNCTIONING

R

R

R

R

L
L
L
L

R<L

L=R
penseverati on R<L;
othelindi ces , L<R
R<L

L=R

R<L
ft= L

mp

L
L
1

mp

mp

ai

ai red
aired; R miìdly
red

Note. < indicates "d'id worse than".

R<L
L=R
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Table 2

Demographic Data

Gr oup
Age

Meanô Range
Educat i on

Meand Range

Left Frontal

Ri ght Fnontal

Left Posterior

Ri ght Posteri or

Non-bnaj n-damaged

47.r

47.2

52.0

51 .1

45.1

22-68

29-57

40-66

26-68

23-65

11 .3

11 .8

12.6

11.6

11 .4

0-18

6- 18

8- 16

8-14

7 -16

Note " A
a

I 1 numbers represent years.
n=10.
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Tabì e 3

Etiologies of Cenebral Lesions

Gnoup Neopì asti ca Vascul arb Traumati cc Infecti ousd ?

Left Frontal 2

Right Frontal 6

Left Postenior 3

Ri ght Posteni or 1

2

1

I

2

0

0

2

0

3

0

1

0

3

3

3

7

Note. Aìl numbers repnesent actual numbers of patients with a
given etiology.

? indicates etiology of lesjon seen on CT not definitively
determined at the time of writing; neunologicaì findings

_ wene consistent with site of lesion.dNeopìastic: e.g. metastatic tumoun, 91 ioblastoma
, multiforme.DVasculan: e.g. aneurysm, cerebrovascular infarction,
- arteriovenous malformation.cTraumatic: e.g. cerebral contusion from blow to the
. head.olnfecti ous: e.g. abscess.
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Tabì e 4

Ana'lysis of Variance of Age cornparing Slde of Lesion and
Anteri on-Posteni or D'lmensl on of Lesl on (AP )

Source FSum of
Squa res

Degrees of
F reedom

Tai I
Probabi ì ì ty

Model

Si de

AP

Side x AP

Error

206.00

2.50

202.50

I .60

64 93 .80

3

1

1

1

0 .38

0.01

T.L2

0.01

0.77

0.91

0.31

0 .93

36
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Tabl e 5

Analysis of Variance of Years of Educat'lon comparing Side of
Lesion and Anterior-Posterior D'lmension of Lesion (AP)

Sou rce FSum of
Squa res

Degrees of
Fneedom

Tai I
Probabi 'l 

i ty

Model

Si de

AP

Side x AP

Error

9.48

0.22

2.02

7 .22

396 .90

3

I

1

1

0.29

0.02

0.19

0.66

0.84

0.89

0.67

0.42

36
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Tabì e 6

Performance of Fnontaì Patients versus Nonfrontal Patients on
Frontal Tasks

Verbal Card Sort
# categori esa # errorsD

Nonverbal Çard Sort
# categoriesd # errors b

F ronta I 4.2 8.7 4.4

Nonfrontal 5.6 2.4

Di fference 1.4* 6 .3*

F values for Fnontal vs. Nonfrontal Comparison
14.65 8.52

I9

5.7 2.2

1.3* 7 .6*

12 .50 12 .93

Notes. All scones represent gnoup means, n=20.
aMaximum possibìe categories=6.4.
bMaximum possible ernors=64.
*p<0.01 .
Df=l,45.
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Performance of
Task s

67

Left versus Ri ght Frontal pati ents on Fnontal

Group Verbal Card Sort

# categoriesa # errorsb

Nonvenbal Card Sont

# categoriesa #ernorsb

Left Frontal 3.5

R'ight Frontal 4.8

Di fference 1 .3*

12.0

5"0

7 "0*

4.9 7.0

4.0 12.2

0.g* 5 "2*

6.0 1.3

3.0 3.2

Non-brain-damaged 5.9 1 5

F values for Left vs. R'ight Frontal Comparison
6.7 5.7

Notes" 4ll scores represent gnoup means, n=10"
f,Maximum possi bì e categori es=6.4 .
"Maximum possible errors=64.*p<.05.
Df=l, 45.
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Table I
Anterior-Posterior Comparisons on Frontal Tasks by Side of Les'ion

# categori esa # erronsb

Left

F ronta l

Non fronta ì

Di ffenence

F val ue

Non-brai n-damaged

Ri ght

F rontal

Nonfronta I

D'if f erence

F val ue

Non-brai n-damaged

Verbal Card Sort

3.5

5.3

I.g*

12.2

5.9

12.0

3.0

9.0*

9.4

1.5

Nonverbal Card Sort

4 .0 L2.2

5.9 1.9

2 "0* 10.3*

14 
" 
1 r2.4

6.0 1"3

Notes. 4ll scores represent group means, n=10.
iMaxi mum possi bì e categori es=6.4 .
"Maximum possibl e errors=64.
*p<.005.
Df=1 ,45.
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Tabl e 9

Antenior-Posterior Comparisons on Nonfrontal Tasks
by Side of Lesion

Task

Auditory Verba
Comprehensi on

Poi nt'inga Commands

I

Yes/Noa bLeft

F ronta l

Non f ronta l

D'if f erence

F value

Non-bnai n-damaged

Ri ght Judgement of Ljne Orientationc

58.5

54.9

3 .6*

8"7

59 .3

58 .9

56.2

2.7*

9.9

59.5

77 .0

68.8

8,2*

Íì.1

80.0

F ront al

Non fronta I

Di fference

F val ue

Non-bra'in-damaged

20.9

16.1

4 "g**

6.6

27 "8

Notes " 4ll scores repnesent group means, n=10.
iMaximum possible correct score=60.
]Maximum poss'ible correct scone=80.
"Max'imum poss'ibl e conrect score=3O.
*p<.005.
**p< 

"01 "
Df=1,45"
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Table 10

Left versus Right Lesioned Patients: All Tasks

Task Left Right F value

Verbaì Comprehension

Yes/no (max.=60)

Pointing (max.=60)

Commands (max.=80)

Judgement of Line
0nientation (max.=30)

Verbal Card Sort

Categories (max.=6.4)

Errors (max.=64)

Nonverbal Card Sort

Categories (max"=6.4)

Errors (max.=64 )

23.0 18.7

4.4

7.5 3.6

5.2 4.9

4 7 7"2

56.7

57 .6

72.9

59.5

59.2

79.8

g.B*

6.6**

18.5*

11.8*

6.6**

3.8

0.4

1. .3

35

Ì,lq!sg . *p< 
"001 .**p<.005.
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Appendix I

Verbal Card Sort: Word Lfst

Boat Bean

Pl ane Peas

Ca r' Corn

Truck Tomato

Bi rd

Pig

Cow

Ti ger

Bel t

Pant s

Coat

Tie
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Appendi x 2

l,lord Fluency: Response Sheet

l,lrong:

Correct:

Steven shoe shoes

soap shar.p



B1

Appendix 3

Design Fluency: Response Sheet

l.lrong:

Correct:

n 5A


